Logging into Dreambox & Lexia on the iPad
Please note: Lexia, Dreambox, and Clever all require a login (using the Clever QR badge) for each session. Seesaw will stay logged
into your child’s student account between sessions, but if necessary, this process can also be followed for logging into Seesaw as well.

Lexia and Dreambox can both be accessed through the Clever App:
1.) Find the Clever badge (QR code) taped to the
2.) Tap the Clever icon on the home screen of the
outside of your iPad supply bag.
iPad. It will be on the top row of icons.

* It is recommended
that you keep this
bag with the QR code
easily available for
login to Lexia &
Dreambox.

3.) Allow the Clever app to use the camera, then tap
on the camera reversal icon at the top right.

For Dreambox:
Tap on the Dreambox icon to launch the app.
This will automatically log your child into the app
using their credentials through Clever.

4.) Hover the camera over the Clever QR code
badge until the green check mark appears.

For Lexia:
Tap on the Lexia icon to launch the app.
This will automatically log your child into the app using
their credentials through Clever.
(Please note that Lexia may take a while to load the first time.)

Lexia can ALSO be accessed using Clever through the Lexia App:
1.) Tap the Lexia icon on the home screen of the
2.) Tap on the dark blue “Log in with Clever” bar
iPad. It will be on the second row of icons.
at the bottom of the screen.

3.) Tap on the Clever badge login on the right of the
screen.

4.) Hover the camera over the clever badge, and the
student will be logged into the Lexia app.

* Dreambox must be logged into using the Clever app and QR code badge (rather than login through the app directly).

